
IPP 3-Piece Implant Surgical Steps Using “No Touch” Technique

- Drape 
- Distal stitch
- Naropin Injection (30 cc)
- Stretch measurement (Stretch length correlates most with patient’s size)
- Mark for incision
- Ioban
- Change gloves
- Incision is made with mayo scissors
- Lone star retractor stabilized with two large Kelly clamps utilizing six blunt hooks
- Dissection exposing the corporas
- Stay sutures with 2-0 Monocryl UR-6 (4 stiches per Corpora)
- Corporotomies are made utilizing bovie
- NO dilation (Unless tissue is fibrotic)
- Measurements are taken with Furlow while gently squeezing the distal glans 

retracting as measurements are taken for accuracy
- Change gloves before prepping implant
- Prep cylinders with enclosed technique covering all implants with antibiotic 

solution
- Place cylinders through corporas with Furlow inserter, proximal end first 
- Trial cylinders with 60 cc syringe with Inj. Saline
- Check for distal tips at mid-glans, independent corporas and no buckling at 

corporotomy sites
- Deflate cylinders
- Close corporas with stay sutures already in place
- Corpora stay suture tag on reservoir side is placed to opposite side of Lone Star 

retractor to assist in exposure for dissection of reservoir
- Start reservoir dissection, using finger blunt dissection to locate space of retzius 

or submuscular plane, opening space with a 5’ nasal speculum placing reservoir 
with an empty sponge stick

- Fill Reservoir to appropriate fill amount according to reservoir size
- Connect tubing (True-Lock)
- Inflate cylinders with pump before pump placement
- Post Erection measurement is taken
- Pump dissection with mayo scissors, opening space with nasal speculum and 

placing pump
- Drain
- Close with 3-0 monocryl SH
- Skin closure 4-0 monocryl SH
- 16 Fr Foley for 24 hours or next morning
- JP for 3 days


